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ABSTRACT
With the growing adoption of Industry 4.0 concepts in production systems, new challenges arise in engineering control software. Highly distributed control with tight real-time constraints and safety regulations results in increasingly complex software. Current research focuses on increasing the abstraction with new architectures and modularization of software. The presented PhD research addresses modeling of the interactions between control software components, and of the emergent behavior of these compositions. Such behavior models can support the initial implementation, and facilitate (semi-)automated testing and monitoring of control software. Finally, visualizing behavior in a model can enhance understandability of existing control software, when software developers need not access abstracted hierarchy levels to deduce their functionality. This work aims at optimizing the benefit of behavior models in developing control software: Modeling the expected behavior directly for new software will allow using them throughout the software life-cycle. For legacy software, the initial development effort of behavior models will be minimized by automatically capturing behavior models from the implementation. The approach is evaluated in case studies and user studies to integrate experiences from the industrial domain into this software engineering research.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Domain specific languages;
• Computer systems organization → Embedded and cyber-physical systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mass customization emerged in modern industrial automation as part of Industry 4.0. It requires producers to flexibly adjust their goods to varying market demands, thus demanding highly adaptable manufacturing equipment, both in hardware and software [51]. Such Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPSs) are nowadays highly automated and interconnected with plant-wide systems that orchestrate the production, such as order tracking or quality monitoring. Based on the input from these systems and on data from sensors, control software manipulates actuators, such as motors. Due to high requirements on safety and throughput of a production system, its software is executed with tight real-time constraints on embedded devices, typically Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). Software complexity is introduced by the large number of interacting subsystems, which are often autonomous and operate in parallel [51]. Subsystems may be updated independently, thus additionally posing challenges for software evolution [35]. With Industry 4.0, the software share in industrial automation is increasing [37, 50] and at the same time the software complexity is increasing [13, 42]. Software engineering techniques, which can help tackling this complexity, are not a core competence of automation engineers and therefore not state of the art in the domain [40, 42].

Industrial standards (i.e., ISO/IEC) are significant for production plants [13], as the life-cycle of a production system can span up to several decades [38]. Industrial standards are not a core concern of current software engineering research [49]. The currently established graphical and textual DSLs (domain-specific languages) for implementing control software are defined in IEC 61131–3 [1]. A newer standard, IEC 61499 [30], addresses many modern challenges in developing control applications for distributed systems. It standardizes an executable domain-specific modeling language (xDSML) for control applications that is targeted at automation engineers, not software engineers [52]. This language abstracts the control logic from the hardware and low-level communication, thus fostering a component-based design [53]. IEC 61499 supports a model-driven architecture [54], but does not cover the whole software development process. For instance, requirements engineering is not possible within the means of the standard [36]. Furthermore, hierarchical structures help reducing complexity [53], but this abstraction reduces the visibility of the encapsulated functionality [5]. IEC 61499 mostly supports modeling of hierarchical structures, while its behavior models are limited to the intra-object behavior of software components. The hypothesis of this PhD research is that using executable behavior models within IEC 61499 allows to support control software engineers in modeling or automatically visualizing interactions between software components, or finding inconsistencies.
between the expected and implemented behavior. Partially automat-
ing these processes allows to increase the acceptance of model-driven approaches among domain experts and to optimize the benefits of the proposed software engineering approach.

Leveraging the acceptance of modeling languages in industrial automation requires addressing developer needs and domain requirements. Several research challenges are specific to the automation domain and have to be addressed [37]: Developed approaches need to be usable by the domain experts (automation engineers). Automation engineers in industry have only limited knowledge of computer science, hence possible modeling methods are constrained. This constraint was also taken into account in the current specification of IEC 61499 [54]. Furthermore, languages need to support software evolution and versioning over decades. Software changes are frequently implemented directly on the embedded device at the production site, and such updates often take effect live during runtime of the software. Finally, control software closely interacts with the mechanical and electrical parts of the system (e.g., controlling a robotic arm). Control processes have tight hard real-time requirements, which particularly affect distributed systems due to the additional communication between subsystems. As control software is only one part of a CPPS [33], its relation to the full production system, including mechanical components, has to be considered. During commissioning of the plant, integration tests require software updates directly on the embedded system (PLC). Such changes are applied under time pressure, they may therefore not be propagated back to the original model [37]. Inconsistencies can be introduced when evolving the implementation without updating the model, or by erroneous semantic differences between the model and the implementation [8].

2 RELATED WORK

General-purpose modeling languages have been applied for control software. The most prominent example is the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [20]. The large variety of structural and behavioral diagrams in UML allow its use in various disciplines, as the language scope can be extended or restricted via profiles to adapt to domain-specific needs. Various profiles for the domain of control software have been proposed: A widely applied example is the UML profile for Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time and Embedded Systems (UML MARTE), which extends UML with real-time capabilities, and has been standardized [22]. UML for Real-Time Embedded Systems (UML-RT) focuses on systems with soft real-time constraints [4], not factory automation. Less extensive profiles were developed specifically for industrial control systems, e.g., the RT-ICS profile [15]. For most specific profiles, however, the lack of tool support restricts their practical applicability.

Modeling of full automation systems addresses the close interaction between control software and the physical components. The profile UML4IoT allows effectively integrating cyber-physical components into manufacturing systems [34]. Also the Systems Modeling Language (SysML, [21]) has been applied in the automation domain with dedicated extension profiles [32, 41]. SysML or the domain-specific GRAFCET [18] capture the expected behavior and structure of a full automation system, not only its software. In general, these languages are not directly executable and have therefore been applied in conjunction with executable languages, such as those defined for control software in IEC 61131-3 [39, 41] or IEC 61499 [10, 24, 33]. Such an approach acknowledges the heterogeneity of involved engineering disciplines and their different modeling needs. Control loops may require differential equations, while reactions of a system can be modeled as a Discrete Event System. Multi-paradigm modeling therefore combines various approaches to best support engineering of each aspect of a CPPS (e.g., MPM4CPS [2], or model-integrated mechatronics [33]).

For control software engineering, languages have to address the respective challenges [37]. Limitations of the current standard IEC 61499 can be summarized from the literature. The standard IEC 61499 only defines the language and the execution semantics, but neither a concrete implementation of a runtime [52] nor a suggested development process [9]. We can differentiate two main reasons for using general-purpose modeling languages together with IEC 61499: Authors either aim at an integrated development of both physical and cyber components, or address disadvantages of IEC 61499 by:

- Introducing a standardized development process [14]
- Supporting developers in capturing requirements [36]
- Modeling the interaction between components in behavior diagrams before the actual implementation [6]
- Planning and designing an architecture for the hierarchical IEC 61499 models [11]
- Using established modeling tools from other languages to generate an IEC 61499 model [10]

Most model transformations were performed manually or code was generated directly from a UML model. However, early works from Thramboulidis [31] involves automated model transformations between UML diagrams and IEC 61499 software. These works provide tool support and cover additional stages of the software engineering process (such as requirements engineering). This unidirectional approach allows transforming models between different stages of the software engineering process, but does not support automatically deriving behavior models from an existing implementation. This increases the modelling effort and requires manually propagating changes from the CPPS back to the model, leading to potential inconsistencies that are difficult to detect.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The following research questions (RQs) aim at facilitating software engineering for production systems by automating parts of the model-driven process. A key goal is a bidirectional mapping between behavior models and the control software. As stated in the research hypothesis, this PhD research focuses on modeling interactions between software components. IEC 61499 currently standardizes two behavior models, the state-based ECC (Execution Control Chart), and scenario models at the interface of software components (Service Sequences). Both models are limited to individual software components.

RQ1: How can we increase the utility of behavior models defined in IEC 61499 w.r.t. the application areas consistency checking, testing, and documentation/visualization?

Manually modeled Service Sequences have been used for verification of connections [26] and specifying unit tests [12]. It will be necessary to describe the relations between Application model,
Answering this research question requires a clear guideline on the identified behavior models should be optimized for usability versions of the standard. A comprehensive assessment allows engineers to evaluate whether the proposed approach is applicable for automation engineers from production domains) and non-functional requirements (e.g., performance, effort, and usability of the approach).

In this PhD research, a Design Science approach [43] is followed. Experiences from users (automation engineers from production system manufacturers) are driving the investigation. The state of the art and practice is analyzed based on literature reviews and an initial user study that includes interviews with industrial experts. Case studies and cooperations with domain experts grant a better understanding of the problem domain. Prototyping technologies allows to demonstrate a proof-of-concept. All results will be available open source as part of the 4diac IDE from the Eclipse 4diac project [7]. New implementations are repeatedly evaluated in practice via case studies and a final user study, leading to continuous improvements of the designed methodology.

4 CONTRIBUTIONS

The main expected contributions are:

- C1: Enhancing software engineering for distributed control systems with visual behavior models, including a mechanism to capture behavior models from legacy software automatically [45, 46]
- C2: A model execution framework for the DSML IEC 61499 including a model interpreter [46]
- C3: Tool support for control software engineers to implement and test models, as well as to improve model comprehension [48]

This work does not replace, but supplements existing languages and tools that are used in the domain. Behavior models for applications (C1) will provide an important infrastructure for IEC 61499, e.g., as test specification and for software updates [27]. The work for C2 includes defining execution semantics for IEC 61499, which can serve as a reference implementation for tool developers, but also allows using infrastructure from the community of DSML engineering (e.g., [16]). Similar approaches were followed for UML with Foundational UML (fUML) [23] and the Action Language for fUML [19]. The latter is a high-level language for specifying executable behavior. Open source tool support (C3) will provide the required infrastructure for applying the designed concepts in practice. User studies furthermore add experiences made in the domain of industrial automation to the body of knowledge of developing visual modeling tools.

5 EVALUATION

Regarding the technical implementation, case studies are the main mechanism for evaluation. Case Study 1 will be the capping station [53], which is commonly used as an automation example in the literature. As Case Study 2, with a realistic scope, the VDMA demonstrator will be used (e.g., [3]), which demonstrates key features from Industry 4.0 in a distributed control system. Scenarios of each application are manually modeled as behavior models (e.g., Activity Diagrams) and used as a basis for the IEC 61499 implementation. In a proof-of-concept, the standardized behavior models for software components will be first tightly integrated with the implementation (RQ1, i.e., Service Sequences and the state-based Execution Control Chart). Considering our application areas, this requires interpreting the models directly, visualizing traces of the software as Service Sequences, and using these specifications as test cases. The case studies will also demonstrate examples for limitations of the graphical models (RQ2). Requirements for behavior models (RQ3) are furthermore explained based on both case studies.
Table 1: Published papers (upper part) and papers that are in progress or planned (lower part).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Title/Topic</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>RQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Using behavior models to guide the application structure</td>
<td>IEEE ICPs'20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>Implementing interactions based on Activity Diagrams</td>
<td>IEEE ETFA'21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[18, 47]</td>
<td>Translation patterns for implementing (hierarchical) Grafcets in IEC 61499</td>
<td>IEEE ETFA'20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>User Study on Maintaining Large-Scale Automation Software</td>
<td>MODELS’21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Requirements for dynamic interface models of IEC 61499</td>
<td>IEEE ETFA'20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing behavior models for IEC 61499 Applications | IEEE INDIN’22 | 2 | 3, 4 |
Model-Execution Framework for IEC 61499 applications | TII | 1 | 4, 5 |
User Study: Control software engineering with behavior models | SoSym | 3 | 5, 6 |

RQ4 is evaluated by extending the implemented approach with the chosen new models. To successfully answer this question, the suggested approach has to facilitate the software engineering process. For instance, the engineering effort should be lower compared to manual testing, the round-trip engineering time should be reduced, and inconsistencies should be revealed automatically. For this evaluation, especially the counter-examples from RQ2 are relevant, as these previously could not be modeled in IEC 61499. Regarding the practical applicability of the approach, especially on RQ4 and RQ5, a user study with industrial experts is required. These experts are recruited from industry partners of our research lab. The user study aims at evaluating whether domain experts can understand and apply the new model(s) based on a real-world control application from their own field (Case Study 3). Furthermore, severe usability issues in involved tools could prevent developers from using the model(s). In a multi-stage approach, involved processes and tools will be evaluated based on the Cognitive Dimensions approach [5], before conducting an experiment with domain experts. Concerning RQ6, particularly the maximum supported complexity of the control software has to be identified based on our case studies. This complexity can be measured in lines of code (i.e., lines in the standardized XML), but also in software metrics, which provide a more comprehensive view on the software [29]. The quality of mined specification models can be also evaluated based on metrics [17, 25]. For the case studies, the execution time for recording traces will be measured to estimate the applicability of the approach for large-scale software.

6 INITIAL RESULTS AND TIMELINE

Regarding understanding models, a multi-stage usefulness study on maintaining large-scale control software was conducted based on case study 1, providing insights on how engineers interact with the programming tool and the software models. The publication at this year’s MODELS conference [48] includes results from a user study with industrial experts, and has already resulted in numerous tool improvements for the 4diac IDE. The user study revealed that the industrial experts have difficulties working with hierarchical structures. The abstraction of hierarchical composition is furthermore incomplete, as the content of subapplications had to be accessed to understand the purpose of software parts. Concerning RQ6, particularly the maximum supported complexity of the control software has to be identified based on our case studies. This complexity can be measured in lines of code (i.e., lines in the standardized XML), but also in software metrics, which provide a more comprehensive view on the software [29]. The quality of mined specification models can be also evaluated based on metrics [17, 25]. For the case studies, the execution time for recording traces will be measured to estimate the applicability of the approach for large-scale software.

6 INITIAL RESULTS AND TIMELINE

Regarding understanding models, a multi-stage usefulness study on maintaining large-scale control software was conducted based on case study 1, providing insights on how engineers interact with the programming tool and the software models. The publication at this year’s MODELS conference [48] includes results from a user study with industrial experts, and has already resulted in numerous tool improvements for the 4diac IDE. The user study revealed that the industrial experts have difficulties working with hierarchical structures. The abstraction of hierarchical composition is furthermore incomplete, as the content of subapplications had to be accessed to understand the purpose of software parts.

Investigating the implementation of application behavior models resulted in a structured translation approach from the specification language GRAFCET (used by system engineers) to the executable language IEC 61499 (used by software engineers) [18, 47]. The identified translation patterns retain hierarchical structures and cover operation mode switching, which is also used for error handling (Best Paper Award for Factory Automation at the IEEE ETFA 2020 for [18]). The results can be generalized to other state-based models. For instance, activity diagrams were used as a means to design fully distributed architectures of IEC 61499 software [28].

Finally, automatically generating behavior models from the control software requires a semantics-aware tool infrastructure. Therefore, a model execution framework for software components of IEC 61499 (Basic Function Blocks with a simplified state-based diagram and textual algorithms) was created (cf. [46]). Using this framework allows automatically generating behavior models that capture the relation between inputs and outputs that is observable at the interface (i.e., Service Sequences). Furthermore, these diagrams can be used as a test specification. This approach is currently restricted by the limited expressiveness of Service Sequences. Interpreting control software has several advantages over executing it in runtimes: The interpreter allows executing partial models, and it improves the platform-independence because models are executed directly. Furthermore, immediate feedback is feasible, possibly reducing the round-trip engineering time. When component tests are created using the designed fluent interface developed in Java, the tests can also be executed remotely as unit-tests. Domain experts benefit from tool integration for this execution framework. They can then specify expected behavior graphically and run the interpreter, even without access to a runtime. Applying structured implementation guidelines (e.g., [47]) furthermore requires less knowledge about software architectures.

In 2020 and 2021, 8 articles were presented at 4 international conferences (cf. paper plan in Table 1). The goal is to complete this PhD in 2023, after submitting core contributions to established journals from the modeling community (e.g., SoSym) and the automation engineering community (e.g., TII). The next step is extending the model execution framework of Basic Function Blocks to cover full IEC 61499 applications to (i) capture application behavior models that illustrate the interactions between the software components in the applications (scenarios), and (ii) test whether existing scenarios are consistent to the current implementation.
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